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TATTOOS AND NOSE RINGS
Lionel Wafer's
Immersion in Cuna Culture
Richard Frohock

Wear the costume of the country you visit, but keep
your own clothes for the journey home.
— Denis Diderot, Supplement to Bougainville's Voyage
My Cloaths, which were only a Linnen Frock and pair
of Breeches...! saved to cover my Nakedness, if ever I
should come among Christians again.
— Lionel Wafer, A New Voyage and
Description of the Isthmus of America^
yen for those who have a special interest in travel
literature, real and im^inary, Lionel Wafer is likely to
need some introduction.
Lionel Wafer was a
seventeenth-century surgeon traveling in the Americas with a band of
English buccaneers who determined to walk on foot across the
Panamanian isthmus in order to prey on Spanish ships along the Pacific
coast. The buccaneers had some success in raiding the Spanish, but they

^ Lionel Wafer, A New Voyage and Description of the Isthmus ofAmerica^ editor L. E. Elliott
Joyce (1699: Nendeln/Liediteiist^n: Krans Reprint Limited,196^, 22. Allreferencesaretothis
edkioa.
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eventually disagreed on how to proceed, and some, including Wafer,
decided to return across Panama to the Caribbean [Figure 1]. On the
return. Wafer was injured by a gunpowder explosion and could not
keep up with the party, so he and a few other sick or wounded men
stayed with Cuna Indians for a few months before completing their
journey. After returning to London several years later, Wafer wrote a
detailed account of the isthmus and his experience living with the Cuna
in A New Voyage and Description of the Isthmus of America (1699).^
Wafer's account and the information he gathered on his voyage
captured the interest of his contemporaries. Some of the attention
generated by his particular knowledge of this American region was
political: English and Scottish officials consulted Wafer in regard to
colonial enterprises in the New World. Wafer's account was also
interesting to his contemporaries for its literary qualities and its
ethnographic style and detail. Jonathan Swift owned a copy of Wafer's
account, and it appears to have been an influence on Gulliver's Travels-.
Gulliver, like Wafer, is a surgeon, and the detail of the Yahoos
defecating on Gulliver from the trees may have been inspired by
Wafer's description of monkeys playfully urinating on him and his
companions from above (66). Wafer's New Voyage gathered enough
attention and produced enough sales that it was reissued in a second
edition with supplementary materials in 1704.
Lionel Wafer is just one of many English explorers and marauders
who travelled in and around the Americas during the early Enlighten
ment and produced narratives about their encounters with exotic
American inhabitants, yet Wafer's account stands out because of the
complexity of his experience and the richness of his narrative. He
achieves a degree of intimacy with Native Americans that is unusual for
his contemporaries, and this intimacy becomes the source of fascinating
tensions in his narrative. His evaluation of the Cuna is ambivalent and
his status while living with them ambiguous. He immerses himself in
Cuna culture, yet even as he transgresses various cultural boundaries,
he resists permanent transformations of his identity that would
diminish the essential distance between himself and the exotic Other.
Wafer's account contains both static description and autobiographical
^ For biograpblcal information see L. E. Elliott Joyce, **Lionel Wafer and His Times,**
introduction to A New Voyage^ xi-lxvii, and David F. Marley, Pirates and Privateers of the
Americas (Santa Barbara: ABC-CLIO, 1994), 415-7.
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narrative, and the combination of modes is important to Wafer's selffashioning and ethnographic authority.
Wafer's account, then, is a valuable text for scholars interested in
defining the characteristics of Enlightenment exoticism and exploring
the emergence of the human sciences. G. S. Rousseau and Roy Porter
have promoted interest in the study of Enlightenment exoticism and
have outlined some of the intellectual stakes in doing so.' Christopher
Fox, in co-editing a recent collection of essays, points to the emergence
of the human sciences in the Enlightenment and the importance of
investigating the origins of these new modes of intellectual endeavor.'*
For Fox, human sciences during the Enlightenment are centrally
involved with the problem of observation.' Because of his unusual
degree of intimacy with the Cuna and his complex ambivalence in
relating to, and representing, them, Wafer's account makes an excellent
case study for investigating how Enlightenment ethnographers might
grapple with the problems of observation and authority. Wafer's
account exemplifies emerging narrative strategies and forms of
anthropological authority, some/of which carry into twentieth-century
practice.'

^ Exoticism *
Exoticism is variously defined in current critical theory. In its broadest
sense, exoticism refers simply and rather neutrally to an interest in
things foreign: "all those constellations of ideas and human practices
that thrive on the remote, the strange, and the unfamiliar for their
essential vitality."' Frequently, though, exoticism is defined as

' G. S. Rousseau and Roy Porter, eds., introduction to Exoticism in the Enlightenment
(Manchester, New York: Manchester University Press, 1990), 1-22.
* Christopher Fox, "Introduction: How to Prepare a Noble Savage: The Spectacle of Human
Sdence," Inventing Human Science: Eighteenth-Century Domains, ed. Christopher Fox, Roy
Porter, and Robert Wolder (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995), 1-30.
* Fox, "How to Prepare a Noble Savage," 14.
' Robert Wokler, "Anthropology and Conjectural History in the Enlightenment," Inventing
Human Science: Eighteenth-Century Domains, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995),
31-52, argues that the "presuppositions upon which its [anthropology's] current professional
practice is based werefirst conceived—that is tosay, the contemporary science of anthropology
was invented—in the Enlightenment^ (32).
' Rousseau and Porter, preface to Exoticism in the Enlightenment, vi.
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embodying systematic preferentiality. For Todorov, for example,
(French) exoticism is charaaerized by a privileging of the Other in
relation to the home culture: according to the exoticist, "the country
•with superior values is a country whose only relevant characteristic is
that it is not my own."' In the Enlightenment there were instances in
which the exotic held this type of unqualified appeal: James Boswell,
for one, was "fired by a harem-fixated desire to 'go Turk.'"' Exoticism
is also commonly identified with ambivalent attitudes and assessments
of home and other. According to this approach, exoticism involves
simultaneous attraction and threat: "Containing an element of the
forbidden, though without its correlate, the abominable, the exotic is
that realm of the excluded which is not absolutely prohibited, but
merely signposted by danger lights."^®
Roger Celestin emphasizes the characteristic tension of much
exoticism. According to CMestin, when travelers produce exotic
narratives, two extreme positions mark the opposing limits of a
spectrum of possible stances. One pole involves preferring the Other's
culture to one's home culture: this mode, termed "experimentation,"
is "stamped by the individual Western subject's will to explore the
exotic as a means of severing ties with Home, thus discovering or
recovering material that confirms and strengthens individuality rather
than serving, illustrating, or reinforcing systems."" The home culture
is represented as inferior; the goal may be to reform it, or, as the
quotation indicates, to abandon it. Celestin's "experimentation," then,
seems similar to Todorov's conception of exoticism. The opposite
extreme of "exemplification" involves strengthening the values and
institutions of the home culture at the expense of the foreign one. In
asserting the superiority of home, the foreign may be represented as
despicable, uncivilized, or otherwise deficient. According to Celestin,
exemplification—describing the other in ways that affirms the values
and praaices of home—is prevalent in the eighteenth century (25).

' Tzvetan Todorov, On Human Diversity: Nationalism, Racism, and Exoticism in French
Thought, translated by Catherine Porter(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press,
1993), 264.
' Rousseau and Porter, introduction to Exoticism in the Enlightenment, 6.
Ibid., 4.
" Roger Celestin, From Cannibals to Radicals: Figures and Limits of Exoticism ^Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1996), 6.
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In his study, Celestin focuses on exoticism that falls somewhere
between the two poles of experimentation and exemplification and
urges that much exoticism is characterized by complex triangular,
rather than binary, mediation. In other words, much exoticism
involves not just a question of "going native" or not—the narrating
subject must negotiate his or her position in terms of both home and
Other, and this involves strain and tension. Celestin thus works out a
"view of exoticism as a relation between (Western) Self and (exotic)
Other that is fluctmtingly tenuous or strong depending on the narrating
subject's position vis-a-vis a point of departure (and return) that I have
alternately called Home, Center, and audience" (7). As a process, an
ongoing arbitration, exoticism may fluctuate ambivalently between
more clearly defined, extreme, positions.
The complexities of Wafer's experience and narrative illustrate the
advantages of approaching exoticism in terms of mediations. Wafer's
account does not offer a simple and extreme view of a foreign culture
but rather manifests chararteristic tensions between attitudes of
attraction and repulsion, admiration and condemnation, and cultural
arrogance and relativity. Because the Cuna are initially both threaten
ing and hospitable. Wafer's ambivalence seems understandable. The
Cuna treat Wafer and his companions "like dogs" because they suspect
that two of their Cuna kinsmen who had been forced into guiding the
majority of Wafer's original party in its march across the isthmus had
come to harm. Wafer reports that he and his comrades come very close
to being executed on the strength of these Cuna suspicions. Wafer
notes, though, that in spite of their distrust, the Cuna take care to treat
his wounded knee with herbal salves; one individual demonstrates
special kindness by secretly bringing food to the Englishmen at night
(6-8). Wafer concludes from these mixed experiences that the Cuna are
not "naturally inclin'd to use us thus roughly, for they are generally a
kind and free-hearted People" (7). Because the Cuna have recognizable
motives for their cruelty and an inclination to kindness. Wafer does not
dismiss them as barbarically Other.
The simple fact that Wafer discovers such a highly elaborate set of
cultural practices during his stay preempts his viewing the Cuna as
unsophisticated and uncivilized. In the section of his account entitled
"Of the Indian Inhabitants: their Manners, Customs, &c," Wafer writes
in relatively plain, descriptive language about Cuna eating, hunting, and
dressing habits, and their medical, religious, and judicial systems. In
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fact, much of the specific information Wafer records serves to demon
strate how far Wafer's account is from the extreme pole of exemplifica
tion since he describes the Cuna and their practices in a number of
approving or admiring ways. For example, Wafer makes it clear that
he does not view the Cuna, especially the men, as physically deficient:
The size of the Men is usually about 5 or 6 Foot. They are
streight and clean-limb'd, big-bon'd, full-breasted, and
handsomly shap'd. I never saw among them a crooked or
deformed Person. They are very nimble and aaive, running
very well. But the Women are short and thick, and not so
lively as the Men. The young Women are very plump and
fat, well-shap'd; and have a brisk Eye. The elder Women are
very ordinary; their Bellies and Breasts being pensile and
wrinkled. Both Men and Women are of a round Visage, with
short bottle Noses, their Eyes large, generally grey, yet lively
and sparkling when young. They have a high Forehead,
white even Teeth, thin Lips, and Mouth moderately large.
Their Cheeks and Chin are well proportion'd; and in general
they are handsomly featur'd, but the Men more than the
Women. (78-9)
In contrast to some condemning representations of the "savage," one
topos of which is corporal inferiority to Europeans, the Cuna, in
Wafer's view, are physically attractive and possess qualities of strength,
agility, beauty, and vitality [Figure 3].
Wafer's descriptions of Cuna personal habits and routines give him
occasion to draw conclusions about their cultural virtues. He stresses
Cuna cleanliness and hygiene, noting that their war houses "are always
kept pretty neat, as their private Houses also are" (90). The Cuna men
are meticulous in keeping their beards plucked, and both sexes "take
great delight in Combing their Hair, and will do it for an Hour
together" (79). They are also neat in their toilet habits: "When they
would go to Stool, they choose always to go into the River, both Men
and Women; having a great Sense of Shame as to that particular. And
in general, they are both a modest and a cleanly People" (84).
In his ethnographic passages. Wafer also underscores the skills and
talents that help the Cuna survive in their rain forest environment. For
example. Wafer admires Cuna abilities with weaponry:
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As the Children grow up, the Boys are bred to their Fathers
Exercises; especially shooting with the Bow and Arrow, and
throwing the Lance; at both which they are very expert. I
have seen Things perform'd by them with a Dexterity almost
incredible. For Instance, a little Boy of about eight Years old,
would set a Cane up on end, and going about twenty Paces
from it, would split it with a Bow and Arrow, and not miss
once in several Essays. (94)
In addition to being excellent marksmen. Wafer makes it clear that the
Cuna are highly skilled craftsmen who very capably work native
materials into useful products. He admires Cuna basket weaving for its
aesthetic and functional achievements.
The making up the Baskets is the Mens Work; who first die
the Materials of several curious lively Colours, and then mix
and weave them very prettily. They weave little Baskets like
Cups also very neat; with the Twigs wrought so very fine and
close, as to hold any Liquor, without any more ado, having
no Lacker or Varnish....They make Baskets of several sizes,
for carrying their Cloths, or other uses, with great variety of
Work; and so firm, that you may crush them or throw them
about, how you will almost, with little or no damage to
them. (95)
Throughout his account. Wafer provides numerous other examples of
Cuna skill as artisans.
In their successful use of plants and animals for a variety of
purposes, the Cuna display an understanding of nature that exceeds
European knowledge. Perhaps most significantly. Wafer finds some
Cuna medical remedies to be effective. For example, he is very satisfied
with the results of their method of treating his scorched knee, which he
had been at a loss to treat himself, since the majority of his medicines
had been stolen:
having no means to alleviate the Anguish of my Wound, the
Indians undertook to cure me; and apply'd to my Knee some
Herbs, which they first chew'd in their Mouths to the
consistency of a Paste, and putting it on a Plantain-Leaf, laid
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it upon the Sore. This prov'd so effeaual that in about 20
Days use of this Poultess, which they applied fresh every
Day, I was perfectly cured; except only a Weakness in that
Knee, which remain'd long after, and a Benummedness which
I sometimes find in it to this Day. (5-6)

Similarly, Wafer describes the medicinal value of the "Soldier-lnstcx":
"The Oil of these Insects is a most Soveraign Remedy for any Sprain or
Contusion. I have found it so, as many others have done frequently.
The Indians use it that way very successfully" (67). Wafer, in these
examples, affirms that Cuna medicinal practices can rival and augment
familiar European ones.
Because of the sympathetic and approving tone of many of Wafer's
descriptions of the Cuna, his account seems to support aspects of
Rousseau and Porter's general characterization of exoticism in the
Enlightenment. Rousseau and Porter argue that although a great
variety of exoticisms exist during the Enlightenment, certain general
qualities create unity within this diversity. Primarily, Rousseau and
Porter suggest that the Enlightenment can be characterized by a greater
degree of tolerance and relativity than later periods. During the
Enlightenment,
Europe itself was sufficiently self-critical and free from
bigotry to be able to confront other cultures, admittedly not
as equals, nor even necessarily on their own terms, but at
least as alternative versions of living—for a brief moment
before the logic of the white man's mission required they be
subordinated, eviscerated and destroyed. (14) Wafer writes
about the Cuna in a way that at least recognizes their
alternative version of living, and he does not condemn their
culture simply because it is foreign.
Rousseau and Porter qualify the notion of Enlightenment
tolerance and objectivity even as they recognize it; Eighteenth-century
thinkers who approach the exotic with an objective and classificatory
impulse, as Wafer may be said to have done, were "working within
mythologies about the 'alien' which they themselves had inherited, and
which they modified and augmented—but never dispelled" (9). While
Wafer contradicts various topoi associated with European preconcep-
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tions of "^ild Indians" and "salvages,"—that they are ugly, dirty, and
unskilled—he does not dispel myths without creating new ones. In
addition to his neutral descriptions and approvals. Wafer identifies a
number of what he perceives to be shortcomings in Cuna cultural
practices, and it is in such passages that Wafer's ambivalence emerges.
Although Wafer certainly finds things to admire in Cuna
medicine, hunting practices, and craftsmanship, he also asserts the
superiority of European approaches in each of these areas. For
example, after witnessing the Cuna method of letting blood. Wafer
writes, "I,...perceiving their Ignorance, told Lacenta [the Cuna King],
That if he pleased, I would shew him a better way" (18-19) [Figure 2].
As for Cuna hunting techniques. Wafer points to their inefficiency and
reliance on luck:
Their chief Game are the Pecary and Warree-, neither of which
are swift of foot. The go in Droves, often 200 or 300; so that
if the Indians come upon them unawares, they usually kill
some by random Shot among them. But else, they are many
times a whole Day without getting any; or so few, consider
ing how many they start, that it seems a great Toil to little
purpose. I have seen about 1000 started in a Day, in several
Droves, when I was hunting with them; of which we kill'd
but two, as I remember. (102)
Wafer suggests that better hunting dogs would improve these expedi
tions:
The Dogs they have are small, not well-shap'd, their Hair
rough and stragling, like our Mungrels. They serve only to
bark and start the Game, or by their barking give notice to
the Hunters to shoot their Arrows. They will run about in
this manner from Morning to Night; but are such meer
whiffling Curs, that of 2 or 300 Beasts started in a Day, they
shall seldom kill above two or three; and these not by
running them down, but by getting them at a Bay and
besetting them, till the Hunters can come up with them.
Large strong Dogs would make better Work here; and it
might be a very acceptable Thing to the Indians to transport
hither a Breed of such. (65)
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The Cuna would also benefit from the importation of domestic cats for
mousing: "a Brood of Cats therefore...might be as acceptable a Present
to them as better Dogs for their Hunting" (66). In these examples,
Wafer,who in other places shows a willingness to learn from, and
imitate, the Cuna, imagines improving their cultural practices by means
of European importation.
Similarly, even though Wafer admires the skills that the Cuna have
developed for surviving in the rain forest, he proposes ways in which
the Cuna could improve their management of the land and its re
sources. For example. Wafer notes that at Lacenta's residence there is
"a stately Plantain Walk, and a Grove of other small Trees, that would
make a pleasant artificial Wilderness, if Industry and Art were bestowed
on it" (17). Lacenta's failure to beautify his estate through "Industry"
and "Art" has potentially serious implications when one considers the
increasing popularity in England of the res nullius argument for land
ownership. According to this notion, one must mix one's labor with
things in order to truly possess them; thus, in mentioning that the
"Plantain Walk" could be more pleasant if labor were bestowed on it.
Wafer opens up the possibility for arguing that the Cuna do not fully
possess the space they occupy."
Wafer in fact envisions more involved and aggressive changes to
New World nature in order to make it more productive and hospitable:
"The Variety of Beasts in this Country is not very great; but the Land
is so Fertile, that upon clearing any considerable part of the Woods it
would doubtless afford excellent Pasture, for the maintaining black
Cattle, Swine, or whatever other Beasts 'tis usual to bring out of Europe
into these Climates" (64). The Cuna, Wafer notes, do not keep any
domestic beasts: "Here are no Bullocks, Horses, Asses, Sheep, Goats, or
other such Beasts as we have for Food or Service" (66). In imagining
the conversion from a hunting and gathering system to a ranching
system. Wafer points to the desirability of Europeanizing the New
World landscape and the Cuna system of economy. His account urges
the advantages of importing European beasts and schemes of manageAnthony Pagden, Lords of All the World: Ideologies of Empire in Spain, Britain and France c.
1500-c. 1800 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995), disimsses English colonial use of the
ailment known as res nullius: "all *empty things,' whichincluded unoccupied lands, remained
the common property of all mankmd imtil they were put to some, generally agricultural, use"
(76). According to Pagden, the res nullius ailment was common in English discussions of
empire as early as 1620.
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Figure 1: "A Map of the Isthmus of Darien and Bay of Panama"
Courtesy of Benson Latin American Colleaion, University of Texas at Austin
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Figure 3: "The Indians Marching upon a Visit, or to Feast"
Courtesy of Benson Latin American Collection, University of Texas at Austin
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ment to the American isthmus.
Wafer's rhetoric about these particular American "salvages" and
their cultural practices suggests ways that exoticism was transforming
in the Enlightenment. Enlightenment exoticism often seems to
combine attitudes of cultural relativity and tolerance with a sense that
Europeans can and should take over the landscape and introduce
superior ways of using its resources. When one views Wafer's account
in all of its ambivalence, one can conclude that while Wafer does not
view the Cuna as uncivilized, he does intimate that they have failed to
use New World resources to their fullest extent. This failure indicates
that Europeans have much to teach them and provides a rationale for
European appropriation of this part of the New World.
Wafer was writing at a moment when European encounters with
other cultures were becoming more frequent, yet Europeans were not
in full-blown colonial relationships with all of the areas and people they
encountered." The glory and advantage of imminent colonization
loomed on the horizon and influenced the narrative forms of exoticism.
Certainly, Wafer's account is permeated with a sense of tantalizing
colonial potential. England's specific colonial desires in the early
Enlightenment included establishing a foothold in Central and South
America, and gaining access to the South Seas, areas dominated by the
Spanish. Wafer believed that the knowledge he accumulated about the
American isthmus and the people there would be instrumental in
advancing English plans to become a presence and a force in the
southern regions of the New World. In the preface to the first edition
of his New Voyage and Description (1699), Wafer makes no mention of
a colonial agenda and declares that his aim is simply to report facts:
"My principal Design was to give what Description I could of the
ISTHMUS of DARIEN" (Ixviii). In his preface to the second edition
(1704), however. Wafer drastically changes his statement of purpose,
declaring that his primary aim in writing his account is "to represent to
the World how far it would be in the Interest of England to make an
Establishment upon that Continent; the Produa of whose Bowels
enriches the other Three Parts of the World" 0xix). In Wafer's
opinion, the French and Spaniards would likely be able to offer only
weak resistance, and so Wafer concludes, "I shall only desire all Men of

" Rousseau and Porter, introduction to Exoticism in the Erdightenmenty 17.
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Sense and Judgement to consider how much the Interest of England
would be advanced in Europe by the Addition of the Spanish WestIndies, to their other Acquisitions in America" (Ixx).
Wafer's interest in the colonial applications of his narrative
developed before the date of the second edition (1704). He had already
understood and explored the imperial application of his knowledge
before 1699 when he had been advising England and Scotland on
prospeas for colonization. When William Dampier, fellow buccaneer
and author of the popular A New Voyage Round the World (1697), was
called before the Council of Trade and Plantations to answer questions
about the American isthmus, he urged its members to consult with
Wafer, too. The two friends were consequently brought together
before the Board in 1697 to give what information they could."
In addition to this verbal consultation. Wafer advised the English
on colonizing the Panamanian region in a "Secret Report" written in
1698. In the "Report," Wafer suggests the possibility of an alliance with
the Cuna, which would allow England to gain an important colonial
foothold in the area:
Nottwithstanding the Feirsness of those Indians and the
Terror they realy Strike into the Spaniards who's cruell
Usage of their Nieghbors they Seem to know and Resent I
think itt wold not be noe Difficult Matter to winn them to
a Corispondance by Fair & Prudent means and to Establish
a Commerce with them.'^
Moreover, Wafer urges that if Panama were
taken from the Spaniards and made A Colloney itt wold
undoubtedly Distroy the whole Trade of Peru and Chili and
cut off the Communication they have with Portobell and
Consequently mine the whole Trade of Old Spaine. This my
Lord is a matter of soe great Importance that I dare but
Slightly Touch itt. Least I shold be thought to meddle with
that which is above my Reach; all the Grainerys almost both
Joyce, "Lionel Wafer and liis Times,** li.
" Wafer, "Secret Report,** appendix \ 'm.A New Voyage and Descriptiony ed. Joyce, 133-51.
Quotation on 146-47.
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of old and new Spalne might by this Key be Lockt and
unlockt which with Submistion I dare boldly Afferm as Fact.
(142-3)

"Wafer's reputation for expertise extended beyond England. The Scots,
too, secretly consulted with him while planning their Darien settle
ment. In fact, a few Scottish officials convinced Wafer to delay
publication of his New Voyage for one month so that they might
deliberate with him before his knowledge became publicly available.
After quietly bringing Wafer to Edinburgh and questioning him, they
decided not to hire him to lead their Darien expedition, and he
returned to England, free to publish his account."
Wafer's produced his account at a time when the tantalizing fruit
of the New World, particularly the Spanish West Indies and the Pacific
coastline, was dangling before Europe's eyes. The political aaivity in
which Wafer participated in the months immediately prior to the
publication of his New Voyage illustrates one of the many factors that
Wafer had to mediate in producing his narrative of exotic America.
His representation of the Cuna and their shortcomings suggests
particular strategies for colonization based on alliances with Native
Americans against common enemies, and the appropriation of unused
land. His imaginings for the future of the region contribute to the
narrative shaping of his past experiences.

* Ethnographic
Authority *
Wafer's account demonstrates ways in which Enlightenment travelers
were modifying myths about Native Americans and provides insight
into Enlightenment strategies for creating ethnographic authority.
Wafer's contemporaries plainly acknowledged his expertise: in his New
Voyage Round the World (1697), Dampier writes little about the
American isthmus, explaining, "I shall leave this Province to Mr.
" See Joyce, "Lionel Wafer and His Times," l-kii, for discussion of Wafer's secret talks with the
English and the Scots;John Prebhle, The Darien Disaster (London: Seeker & Warburg, 1968),
105-8, also treats Wafer's n^otiations with the Scots.
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Wafer, who made a longer Abode in it than I, and is better able to do
it than any Man that I know, and is now preparing a particular
Description of this Country for the Press."^' Wafer's strategies for
creating narrative authority make his account of much interest to the
study of emerging human sciences, particularly ethnography.
In a discussion of twentieth-century ethnography, James Clifford
poses questions about the production of narrative authority:
how is unruly experience transformed into an authoritative
written account? How, precisely, is a garrulous, overdetermined cross-cultural encounter shot through with power
relations and personal cross-purposes circumscribed as an
adequate version of a more or less discrete 'other world'
composed by an individual author?'*
Clifford seizes on the complexities—the "power relations" and
"personal cross-purposes"—involved in narrating a cross-cultural
encounter that are often glossed by ethnographers themselves." In the
course of his study he examines two prominent and related ethnograph
ic strategies that are especially pertinent to Wafer's narrative: the
reliance on unique personal experience as the keystone to ethnographic
authority and the fashioning of a coherent self for the ethnographer.^"
Wafer seemingly devalues unique personal experience when he
declares in his preface that A New Voyage and Description of the Isthmus
of America is not first and foremost intended to be a story of his
particular journey. Wafer's principal purpose is to describe a place, not
to tell the story of his travels with himself as chief figure. The two
terms in his title, "Voyage" and "Description," are to receive different
emphases:

" William Dampier, Nev) VoyageRmnd the World (New York: Dover Publications, 1968), 26.
James Clifford, The Predicament of Ctdture: Twentieth-Century Ethnography^ Literature, and
Art (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1988), 25.
" Typically, "the ethnographer transforms the research situation's amb^uities and diversities
of meaning into an integrated portrait....The actuality of discursive situations and individual
interlocutors is filtered out" (Clifford, Predicament of Culture, 40).
For the importance of personal experience to ethnographic authoriw, see Clifford, "On
Ethnc^raphic Authority," in Predicament of Culture, 21-54; for the coherency of the
ethnographer's self, see Clifford, "On Ethnographic Self-Fashiorring: Conrad andMalinowski,"
'mPredicament of Culture, 92-113.
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Tho' this Book bears partly the Name of VOYAGES, yet I
shall here acquaint you before-hand, as I have hinted in the
Book it self. That you are not to expect any Thing like a
Compleat Journal, or Historical Account of all Occurrences
in the Scene of my Travels. My principal Design was to give
what Description I could of the ISTHMUS of DARIEN,
where I was left among the wild Indians: and as for the
preceding and subsequent Relations, I have, in them, only
briefly represented the Course of my Voyages; without
particularizing, any further, than to speak of a few Things I
thought more especially remarkable. (Ixvii)

Wafer's prioritizing of factual knowledge is characteristic of many
travel accounts of the period; he intends to impart knowledge that is
subject to verification by other travelers to the isthmus.^^ To this end.
Wafer claims that he has "been frequently comparing and rectifying my
Notices, by Discoursing such of my Fellow-Travellers as I have met
with in London," and he desires that "the Reader, as he has Opportu
nity, would consult any of them, as to these particulars; being not fond
of having him take them upon my single Word" (Ixviii). Wafer
subordinates that which is individual or unique about experience; his
description is available for public verification and is made paramount.
As Arnold Krupat puts it, "although the observer's unique personal
experience could convey upon her account a certain ontological
authority—the etre la, or simple fact of her 'being there'—its scientific
(epistemological) authority would depend precisely upon the absence
of its uniqueness.""
Although Wafer's New Voyage reflects Enlightenment disinterested
and impersonal travel accounts. Wafer's personal experience remains an
important component in his narrative. In spite of his deliberate focus
on description. Wafer's narrative is partly an autobiographical account
of his personal journey, and many of the details he gives about his
particular experiences are truly "remarkable." Yet Wafer, by including
personal experiences in his account, does more than add excitement and

" Arnold Krupat, Ethnocriticism: Etlmography, History, Literature (Berkeley: University of
CalifomiaPress, 1992), 62,suggests that tkefirstattempts to separate etknograpkyandliterature
occur in the eighteenth centruy.
^ Krupat, 62-63.
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appeal, and his experiences should not be understood as irrelevant to,
or at odds with, his descriptive purposes. On the contrary, it is
precisely the function of the personal passages to bolster the credibility
of the impassive and impersonal portions of the narrative. The two
modes of writing, in fact, must be held in delicate balance to suit
"Wafer's purposes: individual experience must be restrained so that it
does not interfere with the account's objeaive description, yet enough
individual experience must be communicated in order to establish the
writer's ethnographic authority.
As James Clifford argues in his study of twentieth-century
ethnography, personal immersion into the Other's culture in the form
of participant-observation can serve as the foundation for the ethnogra
pher's authority. Ethnographies that locate their authority in the
uniqueness of the anthropologist's experience often include "'fables of
rapport.'" These fables serve the purpose of describing moments of
initiation during which the ethnographers suddenly gain intimate access
to the culture they are observing: "The anecdote establishes a presump
tion of conneaedness, which permits the writer to function in his
subsequent analysis as an omnipresent, knowledgeable exegete and
spokesman." Thanks to this transformative experience, the ethnogra
pher's ability to understand and interpret is dramatically altered: "states
of innocence or confusion are replaced by adult, confident, disabused
knowledge."^'
In Wafer's account, such an anecdote of connectedness occurs
when Wafer performs a phlebotomy on the feverish Cuna queen. The
Cuna, in their "ignorance," let blood by means of shooting blunt
arrows at the patient: "if by chance they hit a "Vein which is full of
Wind, and the Blood spurts out a little, they will leap and skip about,
shewing many Antic Gestures, by way of rejoycing and triumph" (18)
[Figure 2]. Wafer boldly intervenes and demonstrates the English
method of letting large quantities of blood by means of incisions and
tourniquets. Fortunately for Wafer, the queen recovers:
This gained me so much Reputation, that Lacenta came to
me, and before all his Attendants, bowed, and kiss'd my
Hand. Then the rest came thick about me, and some kissed

Clifford, Predicament of Culture, 40.
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my Hand, others my Knee, and some my Foot, after which
I was taken up into a Hammock, and carried on Men's
Shoulders, Lacenta himself making a Speech in my Praise, and
commending me as much Superior to any of their Doctors.
Thus I was carried from Plantation to Plantation, and lived
in great Splendor and Repute, administring both Physick and
Phlebotomy to those that wanted....! lived thus some Months
among the Indians, who in a manner ador'd me. (19)

Wafer's anecdote makes it clear to readers that he was able to achieve
an intimacy with the Cuna and participate in their culture in a way that
none of his contemporary Europeans could daim to have done.
The status that Wafer achieves as a result of this incident is more
ambiguous than this quotation might suggest. In spite of Cuna
"adoration," Wafer is essentially held against his will, and he laments
that Lacenta "intended to keep me in this Country all the days of my
Life" (21). Nonetheless Wafer achieves a unique degree of intimacy
with the Cuna and he seems to have been quite willing to immerse
himself in their culture rather than simply playing the role of the
adored European. Like a good ethnographer, he learns "a great deal of
the Darien Language in a Months Conversation with them; for I was
always asking what they call'd this and that" (110); he even begins to go
naked, allows his body to be painted, and wears a golden nose ring on
occasion (22, 27). Wafer mentions these cultural transgressions rather
casually, sprinkling them throughout his narrative, yet these details of
his intimacy with the Cuna carry more than anecdotal significance:
they function to solidify Wafer's claim to veracity and authority. At
least one of Wafer's contemporaries, William Dampier, makes this
point explicit, distinguishing Wafer precisely for his rapport with the
Cuna:
I was at La Sounds Key when the Chirurgeon [Wafer] came
aboard whose face was painted as the Indians paint theirs, by
which I perceived he had been more esteemed by them then
the rest of his Consorts and complying with their customs
became more familiar by which means he not only gott more
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of their Langu^e but was in a capacity to make better
observations than the rest/"*
The intimacy that Wafer achieves translates directly into ethnographic
authority, and his painted face, nakedness, and nose ring are signs of
that intimacy.
Such intimacy, though, if carried too far, might threaten Wafer's
European identity and endanger his narrative point of view. Home is
where the text about the exotic is often created,^' and this is true in
Wafer's case, since he kept no journal, only some written "Notices,"
while traveling (Ixvii^. A significant temporal and geographical
distance separates his experience from his narration, and home provides
the point of view for textualization. It is important to Wafer's
narrative authority that he maintain distance between himself and the
culture he observes, experiences, and textualizes lest he appear to lose
his coherency of identity as a European and become himself an exotic
object.
Wafer indeed makes clear that his immersion in Cuna culture is
temporary and limited; concern to maintain some difference between
himself and the Cuna is evident, for instance, in the care he takes not
to mark his body in permanent form. Wafer allows himself to be
painted, but he refuses to be tattooed: "[I] was painted by their Women;
but I would not suffer them to prick my Skin, to rub the Paint in, as
they use to do, but only to lay it on in little Specks" (22). Wafer knows
that tattoo removal is not easy: as a surgeon he had tried this procedure
on others, "yet I could not effeaually do [it], after much scarifying and
fetching off a great part of the Skin" (83). Wafer also declines to marry
Lacenta's daughter, an act that would carry permanent transculturd
implications (22).
Indeed, for all of his participation in their culture. Wafer finally
views the Cuna as essentially Other.^' An indication of this is that
Wafer continues to classify the Cuna as "Salvages" and "wild Indians"
even after he has experienced and described their richly developed

Quoted in Wafer, New VoyagCy 27 (footnote #1).
" Clifford, Predicament of Ctdturey 39.
Tlie exotic charactenstically is grounded in an assumption of essential OtLemess: "Exotic
peoples iiave their own mysterious essences" (Rousseau and Porter, introduction to Exoticism
in the Enlightenmenty 5).
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culture (22, 26). Such labeling does not appear to be contradirtory for
Wafer: he never seems to notice that those terms fail to encompass the
myriad cultural details that he collects and experiences. Wafer's
dramatic depiction of a Cuna "Pawaw" also underscores their essential
Otherness. In order to determine if any ships will come, the Cuna
exercise "Diabolical Conjurations":
we could hear them make most hideous Yellings and Shrieks;
imitating the Voices of all their kind of Birds and
Beasts....And every now and then they would make a
dreadful Exclamation, and clattering all of a sudden, would as
suddenly make a Pause and a profound Silence. But finding
that after a considerable Time no Answer was made them,
they concluded that 'twas because we were in the House, and
so turn'd us out, and went to Work again. But still finding
no return, after an Hour or more, they made a new Search in
our Apartment; and finding some of our Cloaths hanging up
in a Basket against the Wall, they threw them out of Doors
in great Disdain. Then they fell once more to their Pawawing-, and after a little time, they came out with their An
swer...That the 10th Day from that time there would arrive
two Ships; and that in the Morning of the 10th Day we
should hear first one Gun, and sometime after that another:
That one of us should die soon after; and that going aboard
we should lose one of our Guns: all which fell out exactly
according to the Prediction. (24-5)
The supernatural ritual of the Cuna will not work when whites, or
even their belongings, are present; only when they and their property
are removed can the Cuna see into the future successfully: The
anecdote illustrates that because of Wafer's essential difference as
European, he is unable to participate in the most exotic of Cuna
practices.
In spite of his immersion. Wafer of course never views Cuna
culture as a permanent alternative to his own, and eventually he
bargains for his release and assistance in completing his journey across
the isthmus. Finishing his journey means running the risk of falling
into Spanish hands, but, as Wafer puts it, he and the others are willing
to take that risk in order to end their stay with the "wild Indians" (26).
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In what may be read as the companion anecdote to his "fable of
rapport," Wafer recounts the moment that marks the beginning of his
extraction from the exotic. When Wafer finally boards, with Cuna
escorts, the ship of his former companions, he does not make his
identity- immediately known to them. Instead, he waits to find out
how long it will take them to recognize him in his Cuna adornments:
I sat a while cringing upon my Hams among the Indians,
after their Fashion, painted as they were, and all naked but
only about the Waist, and with my Nose-piece...hanging over
my Mouth. I was willing to try if they would know me in
this Disguise; and 'twas a better part of an Hour before one
of the Crew, looking more narrowly upon me, cry'd out.
Here's our Doctor; and immediately they all congratulated
my Arrival among them. (27)
The episode seemingly establishes the extent to which Wafer has been
able to integrate himself into Cuna culture and the success he has had
in adopting their dress and mannerisms. Yet Wafer's experiment
simultaneously confirms that, in spite of the various transformations in
his appearance and behavior, he is still recognizable as his old self to his
former companions. He terms his Cuna-like appearance a "disguise"—it
is a false front that conceals his actual identity as an English surgeon.
Having rejoined the buccaneers. Wafer eventually strips away all of the
Cuna markers of Otherness that he as assumed over the course of his
stay. The body paint washes off over time, and his knowledge of the
Cuna language fades as well: "I took no care to retain any of the Indians
Language; but some few Words that I still remember, I have here put
as a Specimen" (110). Cuna language, potentially a medium of crosscultural exchange, is ultimately objectified, becoming just another
curiosity in the collector's case. The ethnographer emerges at the end
of the journey as one who has gained unprecedented access to a foreign
culture and who has been a diligent observer-participant but who has
never allowed the experience of immersion to threaten his coherency
of self or his European point of view.
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Because of its complexities and tensions, Wafer's New Voyage reveals
much about the possibilities for narrating the exotic and practicing
ethnography that were emerging in the early Enlightenment. His
account demonstrates how helpful it can be to think of exoticism in
terms of mediations, since his representation of the Cuna involves
negotiating European paradigms of the savage, his personal experiences
living with them, and his colonial visions. The blend of autobiography
and impersonal description in his account mirrors his need as ethnogra
pher to simultaneously establish personal intimacy and an objective,
impersonal point of view.
Wafer's exotic appearance must have shocked his companions
thoroughly when he rejoined them on board the English sloop. Wafer
himself may have found it more difficult than expected to remove the
marks of his exotic experience from his body:
I did what I could presently to wash off my Paint, but 'twas
near a Month before I could get tolerably rid of it, having had
my Skin so long stain'd with it, and the Pigment dried on in
the Sun. And when it did come off, 'twas usually with the
peeling off of Skin and all." (27)
With some persistence. Wafer masters the meaning of his experience
and defines it rather than allowing it to define him. After all, new skin
was always growing underneath the painted surface, and, of course.
Wafer had carefully saved his own clothes for the journey home.^^

^ I tkank die OklaKoma Fotmdadon for die Htunaiiides anddie National Endowment for die
Humanities forproviding support for this lesearch.

